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The Legal, Political, and Religious Legacy of an  
Extended Jewish Family 

 
By 

 
Joel William Friedman 

 
he significant role that Jewish Americans played in the civil 
rights movement is well documented.1 As communities 
forged by a common legacy of slavery and oppression, 

sealed by a shared commitment to human dignity and an innate 
antipathy toward intolerance and bigotry, Jews and African 
Americans frequently banded together to oppose racial and other 
forms of invidious discrimination in American life and culture.2 
For example, Jews have been among the most significant financial 
contributors to civil rights organizations such as the Congress of 
Racial Equality (CORE), the Urban League, and the National As-
sociation for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). 
Furthermore, five of the six white lawyers who signed the 
NAACP’s brief in the precedent-shattering school desegregation 
case Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka were Jews.3 What is less 
documented and less known, however, is the fact that one of the 
most pivotal and notable figures in the racial integration of Amer-
ican society, United States Fifth Circuit Judge John Minor 
Wisdom, was a descendant of an extended southern Jewish fami-
ly. From the era of the Civil War through the civil rights 
movement of the 1960s, several prominent members of this family 
played leading roles in the political and legal arenas; others took 
the lead in establishing vibrant Jewish communities in Charleston, 
New Orleans, and San Francisco; and their two most celebrated 
members (although the two least connected to Judaism) emerged 
as unlikely champions of civil rights. This is that family’s story. 

T 
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The lives and contributions of some members of this extend-
ed family, such as Judah P. Benjamin, are well known and 
extensively documented. So, too, is the saga recounted herein of 
the Reformed Society of Israelites and the ultimate move by Con-
gregation Kahal Kadosh Beth Elohim (KKBE) of Charleston, South 
Carolina, to Reform Judaism. This essay contributes to our under-
standing by placing Benjamin’s life and experiences within new 
interpretive frameworks defined by an extended family system. It 
expands on the story of the movement of many of the Reformed 
Society leaders (in Benjamin’s case, the son of a leader) away from 
Charleston and across the country. As shall be shown, Benjamin 
almost totally assimilated, but many of the others brought Juda-
ism with them to city after city as they moved westward, even as 
they took their places in the larger society. The impact these fami-
ly members had on both the development of Jewish communities 
in America and the cause of civil rights have heretofore gone un-
noticed.4 

Consistent with the experience of other Jews of their milieu, 
as these individuals achieved a level of success in their profes-
sional lives, they assimilated into the social and civic worlds of 
their communities.5 This assimilation, in turn, was also marked by 
their adoption of the cultural values and lifestyles of the South. 
While many of their Jewish contemporaries were notable for their 
successes in the business world, this family produced a line of dis-
tinguished attorneys and judges, several of whom created a 
unique legacy of civic, social, and political involvement. Yet many 
of these individuals also demonstrated the intertwining of law 
and commerce. They concentrated on commercial law and mixed 
their legal practices with trade and real estate transactions and 
development. Their careers illustrate a Jewish path to wealth, 
power, and prestige normally associated with the twentieth and 
twenty-first centuries. Seeking economic opportunity wherever it 
appeared brightest, many demonstrated a sense of rootlessness. 
This rootlessness also characterized their association with Juda-
ism, as some traversed from Reform to Orthodox Judaism and 
back to Reform. Supporters of slavery, the Confederacy, and white 
supremacy also advocated rights for African Americans in court. 
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Pragmatism was the salient feature of many of their seemingly 
enigmatic actions. 

Origins: From Spain to Charleston 

This narrative commences in fifteenth-century Spain during 
the reign of King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella. Although Isabel-
la is most popularly acclaimed for her financial sponsorship of the 
expeditions undertaken by the Genoese explorer Cristoforo Co-
lombo, she and her husband occupy a more infamous place in 
world history thanks to their initiation of the Inquisition, an anti-
semitic campaign that resulted ultimately in the Edict of 1492, 
which mandated the expulsion or execution of all Jews from Spain 
who refused to convert. 

Compelled suddenly and without notice to leave the home-
land that many of these families had inhabited for more than two 
hundred years, the largest contingent of Jewish refugees found 
their way to Turkey, while a vastly smaller number fled to Portu-
gal. Among this lesser contingent was a family known as Mendes 
or de Mendes. Decades later, fleeing from the religious persecu-
tion that had followed Jews from Spain to Portugal, Solomon de 
Mendes moved to Holland and married Eva Levy, a Dutch wom-
an of Ashkenazic descent. The family subsequently migrated to 
London, where in 1807 one of their three daughters, Rebecca de 
Mendes, married Philip Benjamin, a Sephardic Jew from Nevis, a 
British-controlled island in the Caribbean. Shortly thereafter, the 
Benjamins joined Rebecca’s two sisters, who had moved to the 
British West Indies after marrying a pair of sugar planters from 
there. But within a year the Benjamins sailed to North America, 
intent on settling in New Orleans. When their ship was denied 
entry into U.S. waters by a British blockade, however, the couple 
ended up on British-owned St. Croix. On August 11, 1811, Rebecca 
de Mendes Benjamin gave birth to a son, Judah Philip Benjamin, 
on the island, a fortuity that resulted in his being born a British 
subject.6 

Encouraged by the financial success that Rebecca’s uncle,  
Jacob Levy, enjoyed in North Carolina, the Benjamins made a sec-
ond attempt at immigrating to the United States. This time they  
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Isaac Harby, “A Discourse.” 

Title page of a speech given by Isaac Harby in Charleston in 1825 to  
the Reformed Society of Israelites, of which he was a founding member.  
This pamphlet was inserted into a manuscript prayer book written by  
Harby that was one of the first Reform prayer books ever produced.  
(Courtesy of Special Collections, College of Charleston Libraries.) 
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succeeded and joined the Levys in Fayetteville, North Carolina, in 
1813. When, in 1821, life in Fayetteville failed to meet their expec-
tations, and in the hope of finding a more prosperous and 
hospitable environment, the Benjamins moved to the port city of 
Charleston, South Carolina.7 

By the second decade of the nineteenth century, Charleston 
had a well-deserved reputation as a thriving commercial metropo-
lis with the largest Jewish community in the United States. 
Sephardic Jews had founded traditional congregation KKBE in 
1749. By the beginning of the second decade of the nineteenth cen-
tury, a collection of Charleston’s young, native-born, civically 
involved, and philanthropically active members led by Isaac Har-
by sought to change the nature of KKBE’s service and its 
attendant customs and practices. Concerned about the survival of 
an institution tied to traditional liturgy, they asked to translate 
Hebrew prayers into English, offer sermons in English, end the 
practice of seeking money offerings during the service, and short-
en the length of the service. In 1825, when the congregation’s more 
elderly trustees, known as the adjunta, rejected the petitioners’ re-
quest, forty-seven congregants left the synagogue and founded 
the Reformed Society of Israelites.8 Drawing on traditions estab-
lished by the Reform movement in central Europe, they confected 
an abridged ritual service that retained some of the traditional 
prayers, added new ones, translated the prayers into English, and 
introduced the use of instrumental music. Despite initial success, 
the Reformed Society enjoyed only a brief tenure, disbanding in 
1833. Nevertheless, the society ultimately influenced KKBE, which 
in 1841 became the first congregation in the United States to offi-
cially adopt Reform principles. Ironically, this time the 
traditionalists seceded from the synagogue, forming their own 
congregation, Shearit Israel.9 

The creation of the Reformed Society, a bold action by a small 
cohort of reformers, was a historic development marking the ori-
gins of Reform Judaism in the United States. It set a pattern for the 
expansion of Reform Judaism throughout the country. And one of 
the reform-minded members who signed the constitution estab-
lishing the principles and objectives of the Reformed Society and  
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Tintype of Rebecca de Mendes  
Benjamin, possibly made by  
Solomon Nunes Carvalho.  

(Courtesy of the Jewish Museum  
of Maryland, #1989.176.1.) 

 
served in a leadership position as a member of the society’s corre-
sponding committee was Philip Benjamin.10 

Supporting his family as a dry goods merchant and later a 
fruit seller, Philip Benjamin was only able to eke out a modest liv-
ing. He did not enjoy the same opportunities as the more 
prosperous Jewish families in the city. Nevertheless, his family 
worshiped at KKBE until his intolerance for the rigidity of ortho-
doxy led him to join the secessionists who established the 
Reformed Society. His wife shared his opposition to what they 
perceived as rigid traditionalism. Rebecca de Mendes Benjamin 
managed the family’s fruit shop on Saturday when observance of 
the Sabbath was the order of the day for businesses owned and 
operated by Jews in Charleston. The family’s participation in the 
religious community ended when Philip was expelled from the 
Reformed Society for reasons that remain unexplained.11  

With this parental example, it is not surprising that their  
son, Judah, would stray from the traditions of his Sephardic  
ancestors and retain only a limited connection to the organized 
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Jewish community.12 Judah’s early education was provided by a 
school operated by the local Hebrew Orphan Society, which sup-
ported the children of poor Jewish families as well as Jewish 
orphans, but he subsequently transferred to a non-Jewish private 
academy where he excelled in his studies, focusing on English and 
the classics rather than Hebrew or Torah. Nevertheless, Judah, like 
his parents, never denied his Jewish ancestry, nor did he lack 
training in Jewish law and customs. Rather he was the product of 
a home that was at the center of the maelstrom of discord between 
the orthodox and reformist strains of Judaism in mid-nineteenth 
century Charleston.13  

In 1825, at the age of fourteen, Judah was accepted into Yale 
University to study law. Like many of the children of the leaders 
of the Reformed Society, he never again lived in Charleston. De-
parting Yale under uncertain circumstances after only two years, 
Judah Benjamin chose to start his career in New Orleans, the orig-
inal destination of his parents seventeen years earlier.14 

Subsequently, his ties to his Jewish ancestry were insufficient 
to deter his 1833 marriage to Natalie St. Martin, the daughter of a 
wealthy Creole insurance company executive and a member of the 
New Orleans Catholic aristocracy.15 Although Benjamin refused a 
request by his future father-in-law that he convert to Catholicism, 
he agreed to allow his children to be raised in the Catholic faith. 
Furthermore, the couple resided in her parents’ home or in an ad-
joining house in a very Catholic environment for the first ten years 
of their marriage, at which point Natalie left Judah and moved to 
Paris with their one-year-old daughter.16 

Benjamin’s Career in Law and Politics 

New Orleans, like Charleston, was a port city that experi-
enced tremendous financial prosperity in the first third of the 
nineteenth century. After some missteps, the young Benjamin 
signed on as an apprentice with a New Orleans commercial  
law firm. He was admitted to the Louisiana bar in 1832 and built a 
successful commercial law practice. Within three months, he was 
arguing cases before the Louisiana Supreme Court. A decade  
later, Benjamin took a case that could have scuttled his growing 
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reputation but which, in fact, raised his local and national profile. 
During a voyage from Virginia to New Orleans, nineteen captives 
on a slave ship, the Creole, mutinied and forced the captain and 
crew to detour to Nassau in the Bahamas. After the local British 
authorities freed the slaves who had not participated in the muti-
ny, the slave owners sued the ship’s insurers for the loss of the 
value of their human property. Representing the insurance com-
panies before the Louisiana Supreme Court, Benjamin successfully 
argued that because slavery was in defiance of the laws of nature, 
the British authorities in Nassau were under no obligation to rec-
ognize the captives’ status as slaves and, therefore, were within 
their rights to treat them as free persons. Moreover, Benjamin in-
sisted, since the mutiny was precipitated by the inhumanely 
cramped conditions under which the slaves endured the voyage, 
responsibility for the losses occasioned by the mutiny fairly rested 
at the feet of the crew. The case received widespread notoriety, as 
did Benjamin’s impassioned plea for recognizing the value of 
black lives and his role in securing the legal victory.17 

Although Benjamin’s remarks served his clients’ interests, the 
passion with which he delivered his oration before the court dis-
played an uncommon sensitivity for the period, particularly for 
the owner of Belle Chase plantation and numerous slaves and 
whose father, even with his modest income, had owned three 
slaves. In fact, when his family lived in Fayetteville, North Caroli-
na, with his uncle, Jacob Levy, Judah was raised primarily by  
one of his uncle’s slaves. Shortly after they moved to Charleston, 
however, Judah and his family lived through the attempted  
slave uprising of 1822 led by Denmark Vesey. Not only was  
a cache of weapons intended to be used to murder the whites  
of Charleston found near KKBE, but one of the slaves who was 
tried, convicted, and hanged for participating in the unfulfilled 
conspiracy was owned by a member of the synagogue.18 Benja-
min’s biographers have suggested that the trauma of this  
event tempered his concern for the condition of slaves and helps 
explain why he remained a steadfast supporter of that malevolent 
institution for the remainder of his life.19 However, like most 
southern Jews of his generation, this ambitious son of a poor  
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Judah P. Benjamin,  
c. 1858. Photograph  
by Matthew Brady.  

(National Archives and  
Records Administration.) 

 
 
Jewish shopkeeper who rejected traditional Jewish religious  
orthodoxy was also a prime target for assimilation and accultura-
tion.20 In any case, his early expression of concern for the 
treatment of nonwhites is eerily suggestive of a similar view es-
poused by John Minor Wisdom, a member of another branch of 
the Benjamin family tree and an equally unlikely proponent of 
civil rights more than a century later. 

By the early 1850s, Benjamin’s prominence was such that  
he now routinely represented clients in cases before the U.S.  
Supreme Court. Much has been written about Benjamin’s unsuc-
cessful, although widely celebrated, attempt to convince the court 
to vacate the will of a miserly, slave owning New Orleans land 
baron, John McDonough, who sought to leave the bulk of his es-
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tate to the cities of New Orleans and Baltimore in order to build 
public schools for indigent black and white schoolchildren.21 But 
scant, if any, attention has been accorded the bulk of Benjamin’s 
Supreme Court caseload. 

Most of the cases he argued fell into three categories: com-
mercial, property disputes, and admiralty cases. Benjamin’s 
commercial cases were comprised primarily of rather mundane 
contractual disputes that typically involved issues concerning the 
interpretation and application of provisions of the Louisiana Civil 
Code, over which Benjamin developed a unique mastery.22  

Some of Benjamin’s many property cases were simple 
boundary disputes.23 In addition, however, he litigated several 
cases arising out of an 1803 act of Congress that awarded the 
Marquis de Lafayette more than eleven thousand acres of federal-
ly owned land in the Orleans territory in exchange for fighting 
with the U.S. Army during the Revolutionary War. In these cases, 
Benjamin represented the interests of heirs of General Lafayette or 
other individuals who claimed title to various portions of those 
lands. In one such case, Benjamin represented a man who claimed 
ownership of one thousand acres of land in Point Coupee, Louisi-
ana, as the result of a deed he claimed to have obtained from 
Lafayette. The opposing party claimed to have filed an earlier dat-
ed deed with the local land office for the same parcel. Benjamin 
successfully convinced the court that since the other party had not 
had the property surveyed in accordance with the law, the federal 
government still controlled the land and could therefore grant it to 
General Lafayette and consequently to his heirs.24 

In keeping with his support of slavery and pursuant to the 
Supreme Court’s ruling in the Dred Scott case, Benjamin frequent-
ly represented planters and slave owners who sought to enforce 
their right to buy and sell human property.25 In a slight departure 
from the standard scenario, Benjamin represented an owner  
who was sued by his real estate agent for failure to pay a commis-
sion for negotiating the sale of the defendant’s Bayou La Fourche 
sugar plantation and seventy slaves. The trial judge had issued  
a judgment in favor of the agent. Benjamin successfully argued 
that, before the deal was consummated, the purchaser proposed  
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to name his wife as the purchaser and that Benjamin’s client  
had never consented to that change in the agreement. According-
ly, the court ruled that the contract for sale was never fully 
executed, and the broker was therefore not entitled to his commis-
sion.26 

Not surprisingly, many of Benjamin’s cases were generated 
by the thriving business of the New Orleans port. Several of the 
admiralty cases that Benjamin argued before the high court in-
volved collisions between ships in the waters near New Orleans.27 
Typical is a case where he represented a ship owner who claimed 
that his schooner was properly anchored in Lake Borgne when the 
defendant’s steamer collided with it while running at an excessive 
rate of speed during a dark and rainy night. The schooner’s owner 
sought to recover the value of the merchandise on board when the 
schooner sank as a result of the collision. The defendant claimed 
that the collision was caused by the failure of the schooner’s cap-
tain to illuminate his ship properly. The trial judge ruled in favor 
of the schooner, but this judgment was reversed by the appellate 
court, which found that the schooner was at fault for not having a 
light in its forerigging to give notice of her position to the ap-
proaching steamer. Benjamin argued that even if his client’s 
schooner was not properly lit (it turns out that the schooner had a 
light in its rigging when it originally docked, but one of the sea-
men had taken it down to wipe off the rain at the moment the 
steamer slammed into the schooner), the collision could have been 
avoided if the steamer had not been traveling at a speed that was 
unsafe in an area where ships were known to seek harbor during a 
storm. The high court agreed with Benjamin, reversed the court of 
appeals, and ordered the trial judge to apportion damages be-
tween the two parties.28 

In another admiralty case, Benjamin represented someone 
who claimed title to a ship he said he had purchased after it had 
run aground off the coast of Mexico, was abandoned, and was lat-
er boarded by the man who sold it to him. The court, however, 
ruled against Benjamin’s client, concluding that the abandonment 
did not affect the owner’s right of ownership and that the man 
who had boarded the ship lacked authority to sell it.29 
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This page and opposite: Rogers v. Steamer St. Charles, 1856.  

These pages from an 1856 U.S. Supreme Court decision contain  
opening arguments made by Judah P. Benjamin on behalf of the plaintiff.  

(Reports of Cases Argued and Adjudged in  
the Supreme Court of the United States.) 
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Benjamin’s repertoire occasionally extended into internation-
al law. He was retained by the state of Louisiana, for example, to 
collect inheritance taxes from foreigners who claimed immunity 
from American taxation. Louisiana law required that any nonciti-
zen who inherited money or property from someone who had 
died in Louisiana must pay 10 percent of the value of that inher-
itance to the state. When a Louisiana citizen died in Louisiana and 
left part of his estate to “subjects of the King of Württemberg,” the 
legatees refused to pay the tax on the ground that the Louisiana 
law violated provisions of an 1844 treaty between the United 
States and the king of Württemberg. The Court agreed with Ben-
jamin’s argument that the treaty did not exempt foreigners from 
state inheritance taxes unless it treated them differently from Lou-
isiana citizens in the same circumstance. But since the Louisiana 
tax law applied to the estates of all of those who died in the state, 
the court reasoned, the state law did not discriminate against for-
eigners, and so the nondiscrimination provisions of the treaty did 
not apply.30 

In another such case, a French citizen claimed to be the 
brother and therefore sole rightful heir of a Louisiana citizen who 
had died without a will. The Frenchman also insisted that he was 
immune from Louisiana’s tax laws pursuant to the terms of a trea-
ty between the United States and France. Again, the court ruled in 
Benjamin’s favor but for a different reason. Here, Benjamin suc-
cessfully argued that the treaty was inapplicable, since the treaty 
with France was ratified after the decedent had died.31 

Benjamin was a planter and slave owner who, as shall be ex-
plained, supported the South and secession. Nonetheless his legal 
practice reflected cosmopolitan issues of local and national signifi-
cance. His cases represented the needs of a flourishing commercial 
city and the business and property interests of the people who 
prospered within it. 

In 1842, Benjamin made his initial foray into politics, success-
fully running for election to the lower house of the Louisiana 
legislature. He played an influential role in the Louisiana Consti-
tutional Convention of 1852, particularly on the slavery issue, a 
matter on which his political pragmatism trumped his moral am-
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bivalence. Benjamin convinced a majority of his colleagues to de-
part from the “three-fifths rule”—the provision of the U.S. 
Constitution that stated that five slaves were to be counted as 
three for purposes of taxation and representation—and instead to 
allow each black man to be counted in full. Since slaves did not 
have voting rights, this was simply a victory for the slave inter-
ests, who gained seats in the House of Representatives and 
electoral college. Buoyed by the influence and connections he de-
veloped over the next eight years, Benjamin easily won election to 
a vacant U.S. Senate seat in 1852 as a member of the Whig Party.32 

After Louisiana seceded from the Union in January 1861, 
Benjamin left the Senate to accept an offer from his former Senate 
colleague and then president of the Confederate States of Ameri-
ca, Jefferson Davis, to serve as attorney general of the new 
country. He later served serially as the Confederacy’s secretary of 
war and secretary of state.33 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Confederate Chieftains.” 
 Judah P. Benjamin, top, as a 
member of Jefferson Davis’s 

cabinet, c. 1861. (Courtesy of 
the North Carolina Museum  

of History, Raleigh.) 
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In April 1865, with the war over, the Confederacy disbanded, 
and fearful of retribution, Benjamin fled to England. With the as-
sistance of his political contacts there, Benjamin was able to get the 
traditional three-year apprenticeship requirement waived and be-
came a member of the English bar in 1866 after only six months of 
study. During the next several years, he supplemented his legal 
fees by writing what became the classic treatise on English law 
governing sales of personal property, Benjamin on Sales. It was and 
still is considered the seminal authority on the topic. Unlike most 
legal treatises of that era, Benjamin’s work was significantly more 
than a mere collection of summaries of leading cases. Rather it an-
alyzed, organized, and synthesized these discrete rulings into a 
comprehensive and cogent narrative on the various doctrines that 
comprised this area of the law. Moreover, it offered its readers a 
comparative analysis of British law by including references to rel-
evant American case law and European civil code provisions. It 
was so authoritative that the publisher eventually released an 
American edition that contained detailed notes analyzing im-
portant American and British doctrinal differences. Its most recent 
edition was published in 2014.34 

Within only four years of admittance to the bar, Benjamin 
was named a Queen’s Counsel. He argued dozens of cases before 
the House of Lords and the Privy Council, England’s two highest 
tribunals. Most of these cases involved commercial and maritime 
law, two of the areas in which he had specialized on the other side 
of the Atlantic Ocean.35 

A Far-Reaching Extended Family 

Although to that date Judah Benjamin was the most accom-
plished and renowned de Mendes descendant, he was not the 
only member of the extended family whose imprint can be seen 
on American legal and political history. One of his seven siblings, 
Penina Benjamin, married John Kruttschnitt, a German Jew who 
served as Prussian and later German consul in New Orleans, 
where the two met and married. They had a son and a daughter.36 

The son, Ernest Benjamin Kruttschnitt, became a highly re-
spected lawyer in New Orleans with an extensive record of civic 
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involvement. A longtime president of the New Orleans school 
board and chairperson for several years of the Louisiana Demo-
cratic central committee, Kruttschnitt’s portrait occupies a place of 
honor in the Louisiana Supreme Court building in New Orleans’s 
French Quarter.37 On two occasions, the party sought to name him 
as its nominee for governor, a designation tantamount to general 
election victory in the Democrat-controlled state. Kruttschnitt, 
however, refused both requests, content to practice law. Loevy, 
Kruttschnitt, Farrar, Jonas & Gurley specialized in railroad litiga-
tion, particularly surrounding bankruptcy receiverships imposed 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Ernest Benjamin Kruttschnitt, c. 1898.  
(Courtesy of the State Library  
of Louisiana, Baton Rouge.) 

 

on the Houston and Texas Central, International and Great North-
ern, and Texas Pacific railways. But his legacy ultimately was 
tarnished by his actions in relation to African Americans. As pres-
ident of Louisiana’s Second Constitutional Convention in 1898, 
Kruttschnitt led the move to amend the state constitution to effec-
tively deny black men the right to vote. He persuaded the 
conventioneers to pass an amendment that subjected the franchise 
to the poll tax and to educational and property ownership re-
quirements that virtually no African American of that time could 
satisfy, with a grandfather clause exception for men or descend-
ants of men who had voted before 1867. He also spearheaded the 
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amendment that permitted nonunanimous jury verdicts in crimi-
nal cases, a move designed to permit a white majority to outvote 
black jurors.38  

This was not Kruttschnitt’s first opposition to black rights. In 
1874, at “the battle on the levee,” he joined the White League in 
defeating the New Orleans police and establishing white rule; 
within three days, however, federal troops had restored congres-
sional power.39 Two years later he participated in the disputed 
presidential election that ultimately resulted in the end of Recon-
struction and the restoration of white rule. In 1889, Kruttschnitt 
served as a pallbearer at Jefferson Davis’s funeral.40 

John and Penina Kruttschnitt’s daughter, and thus Judah 
Benjamin’s niece, is linked directly to the only member of the ex-
tended de Mendes family whose fame and importance rivals that 
of Judah P. Benjamin. Rebecca de Mendes Kruttschnitt married a 
non-Jewish cotton trader from New Orleans named Mortimer 
Wisdom. Tragically, less than a year after their marriage, Rebecca 
and her baby died in childbirth.41 Mortimer’s second wife also 
died tragically at an early age. Then at the age of forty-four, Mor-
timer took as his third wife Adelaide Labatt, the thirty-year-old 
daughter of an attorney. 

Like her husband, Adelaide Labatt came from a family with 
deep roots in the American terrain. She, too, could trace her line-
age back to the Revolutionary era. Yet part of the heritage that 
Adelaide Labatt Wisdom brought to this marriage was of a dis-
tinctly different flavor than that contributed by Mortimer 
Wisdom. In sharp contrast to the Episcopalian traditions shared 
by Wisdom’s ancestors, who traced their arrival in America to the 
1650s, the Labatts belonged to one of the oldest Jewish families in 
the South. And like the de Mendes clan to which the Labatts were 
linked collaterally through Rebecca de Mendes Kruttschnitt’s 
marriage to Mortimer Wisdom, the Labatt family tree is populated 
by lawyers and politicians. As was the case with many of the de-
scendants of the Charlestonian Jews who attended KKBE, this 
branch of the extended de Mendes clan made its mark in Jewish 
communities outside of South Carolina. The names on this branch 
of that genealogical tree include the first Jewish lieutenant gover-
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nor in American history; a cofounder of the first Reform syna-
gogue in the United States; a founder of the first synagogue on the 
West Coast; and the first graduate of Tulane Law School, who, 
reminiscent of his distant relation from St. Croix, filed pathbreak-
ing lawsuits on behalf of ex-slaves against their former masters.42 

Adelaide Labatt’s grandfather, Abraham Cohen Labatt, was 
the first American-born member of the Labatt family. His parents 
settled in Charleston, where he was born in 1802 and where he 
met and married Caroline Hyams, the daughter of another of the 
city’s well-established Jewish families. An active member of the 
Charleston Jewish community, in 1824 Abraham Labatt, like Phil-
ip Benjamin and Henry Hyams, became a charter member of the 
Reformed Society of Israelites.43 

By the end of the 1820s, however, Charleston declined as a 
center of trade. Increasing competition from the Northeast 
spurred by the development of the Erie Canal, coupled with  
yellow fever and malaria epidemics that had ravaged the coastal 
city, caused many of its merchants and professionals to seek  
new opportunities elsewhere. Abraham and his new bride, like  
  

 

Abraham Cohen Labatt,  
from the Galveston Daily News, July 2, 1896.  
(Courtesy of the Rosenberg Library, Galveston.) 
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many of the reform-minded former members of KKBE, left 
Charleston in the hope of securing a better life, in his  
case, in the uncultivated lands in the northern part of the  
state.44 Abraham opened a general merchandise business, and  
the couple helped found the town of Cheraw. A few years later, 
they crossed the border into North Carolina when President  
Andrew Jackson appointed Abraham postmaster of a yet-
unnamed town. Labatt subsequently named the town Jacksonville 
in honor of the president.45 The job of postmaster was a valuable 
patronage position and reflected Labatt’s deep involvement with 
the Jacksonian Democratic Party. 

At the same time that Caroline and Abraham Labatt were 
seeking refuge to the north from Charleston’s shrinking prospects, 
other Charlestonians ventured westward to New Orleans. This 
bustling, wide-open port city offered the tantalizing prospect of an 
expanding economy wrapped in a highly seductive package. One 
of the former Charlestonian Jews who ventured to the banks of 
the Mississippi River was Caroline Hyams’s brother, Henry Mi-
chael Hyams. Another of the young Sephardic members of KKBE 
who became charter members of the Reformed Society of Israel-
ites, Hyams served as the society’s secretary from 1826 to 1828. 
Lured by the city’s promise of excitement, adventure, and fortune, 
and accompanied by his younger cousin, Judah P. Benjamin, Hen-
ry Hyams arrived in New Orleans in 1828 in search of financial 
opportunity and with an eye toward bringing the rest of the fami-
ly to the city.46 

In the mid-1830s, Hyams moved to Donaldsonville, Louisi-
ana, a small town about fifty-five miles up the Mississippi River, 
where he worked as a bank cashier and launched his political ca-
reer. In 1835, he led an antiabolitionist rally and served on a 
vigilante committee created to squelch local antislavery activities 
and publications. After returning to New Orleans, Hyams estab-
lished a law practice and amassed a fortune in landholdings 
including several plantations and numerous slaves. He became 
actively involved with the Democratic Party, a move that led to 
his election to the Louisiana senate in 1855. Four years later, Hen-
ry Hyams won election as lieutenant governor, the first Jew in 
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American history to serve in that office in any state in the Union. 
He held that position through the Civil War.47 

Henry remained in contact with the rest of his family and 
eventually persuaded his sister Caroline to join him in New Orle-
ans. In 1831, Caroline, her husband Abraham Labatt, and their 
four-year-old son, David, drove by wagon from North Carolina to 
Mobile, Alabama, where they boarded a sailing vessel to New Or-
leans. Over the next eighteen years, Abraham worked in the 
wholesale dry goods business. He also visited Velasco, a town in 
Mexican Texas along the Gulf Coast, where he engaged in trade 
and met two other Jewish businessmen. He returned to Velasco 
six years later intent on establishing trade between Charleston, 
Mexico, and newly independent Texas. As he had done in 
Charleston, Abraham was actively involved in the New Orleans 
Jewish community and Masonic Lodge.48 In 1847, he helped lead a 
small group that founded an orthodox congregation in New Orle-
ans, the Dispersed of Judah. In 1870 this Sephardic synagogue 
merged with Shaarai Chesed (“Gates of Mercy”), a congregation 
that had been established in 1824 as the first in the United States 
located outside of the original thirteen colonies.49 

Like many other adventurous, fortune-seeking Americans, 
Abraham Labatt got caught up in the California gold fever of 
1849.50 The family crossed the continent via the Santa Fe Trail to 
New Mexico and continued on to San Francisco, where he con-
ducted business and won election as one of eight city aldermen. 
Abraham once again became a mainstay of the local Jewish com-
munity. In 1849 he helped found San Francisco’s Congregation 
Emanu-El and served as its first president. As chairperson of the 
dedication committee, he also conducted an early meeting called 
to establish a Sunday school and weekday Hebrew classes and to 
introduce Rabbi Julius Eckman. Eckman had served KKBE  
of Charleston until he came into conflict with former hazan  
Gustavus Poznanski and the reformist element in the congrega-
tion, resulting in his departure. In 1854 both Labatt and Eckman 
participated in the dedication of the sanctuary of San Francisco’s 
Congregation Sherith Israel, just a short while before doing  
the same for Emanu-El’s first edifice.51 Controversies ensued at  
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Broadway Temple, San Francisco, c. 1855.  

This is the first structure built by San Francisco’s Congregation  
Emanu-El. Abraham Labatt attended the building’s dedication in 1855.  
(Courtesy of the Archives of Congregation Emanu-El, San Francisco.) 

Emanu-El over board versus rabbinic control over shochtim, result-
ing in Eckman’s departure and Labatt’s resignation. After a 
decade, however, the allure of the Golden State diminished, and 
the Labatt family returned to New Orleans. Ten years later, Abra-
ham and Caroline moved to Waco, Texas. When Caroline, 
Abraham’s wife of fifty-five years, died in 1879, Abraham retired 
to Galveston, where he became active in Temple B’nai Israel, a 
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Classical Reform synagogue led by Rabbi Henry Cohen. Abraham 
Labatt remained in Galveston until his death at the age of ninety-
seven.52 One of the findings of this essay is that some former 
members of the Reformed Society of Israelites became members of 
traditional synagogues, yet Labatt apparently rotated between Re-
form and orthodox institutions. 

Abraham and Caroline’s eldest of fourteen children, David 
Cohen Labatt, was barely four years old in 1831 when his parents 
left North Carolina for New Orleans. David was educated at home 
by his mother and a private tutor until the age of fourteen when 
he entered Jefferson College, a small military school just north of 
Natchez, Mississippi.53 His studies were interrupted, however, 
when his father suffered a serious accident that caused a redirec-
tion of the family’s resources and forced David to leave school. 
Reunited with his family in New Orleans, David grew closer to his 
uncle, Henry Hyams, and was inspired by Hyams and distant re-
lation Judah Benjamin to pursue a career in law. David began his 
legal studies by reading law under the tutelage of federal Judge 
Thomas B. Monroe of Frankfort, Kentucky. There he studied with 
his New Orleans friend, H. J. Loevy, who eventually became a law 
partner of Ernest B. Kruttschnitt. In 1848, he received the first di-
ploma in law conferred by the law department of the University 
of Louisiana, the forerunner of the Tulane University Law 
School—the same school that proudly claims his grandson, John 
Minor Wisdom, as an honored graduate.54 

Following the path taken by Judah P. Benjamin, his mother’s 
cousin, David specialized in commercial law cases and supported 
the Confederacy, serving as a captain in the Fifth Louisiana Vol-
unteers.55 After the conclusion of the war, much work developed 
for attorneys to sort out the legal issues arising out of the new re-
lationship between emancipated African Americans and their 
former owners.56 In the grand tradition that began with Judah 
Benjamin and extended to John Minor Wisdom, David Cohen 
Labatt gained recognition in legal circles for his groundbreaking 
work in cases seeking to vindicate the human rights of African 
Americans. David was one of the few southern attorneys willing 
to file suits by ex-slaves against their former masters, and he de-
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veloped a reputation as a farsighted, unprejudiced attorney who 
was among the first lawyers in the city to help black citizens ob-
tain their legal rights. 

But David was not the only attorney in his generation of  
the Labatt family. His younger brother, Henry J. Labatt, was not 
only a highly regarded member of the bar, but also an accom-
plished journalist. Unlike David, who had accompanied their 
parents from North Carolina to New Orleans, Henry was born in 
the Crescent City, although he spent most of his childhood in San 
Francisco. Like Benjamin, Henry attended Yale University; unlike 
Benjamin, Henry graduated with a master’s degree. He followed 
his brother David’s lead, studying law and receiving his degree 
from the University of Louisiana. He then returned to San Fran-
cisco to practice law, where his firm, Harmon & Labatt, 
represented a large number of local Jewish clients primarily in 
commercial litigation cases.57 

Henry’s passions were not limited to the law. He quickly 
caught the political bug, successfully running for the office of 
Clerk of the Superior Court in 1855. The salary paid to court clerks 
at that time was minimal, so to supplement those funds, Henry 
began writing law books. His two most successful and well-
received works were a digest of decisions of the Supreme Court of 
California from 1850–1861 and a handbook on civil trial practice.58 

Henry Labatt’s fondness for and skill at writing extended be-
yond the legal milieu. He also pioneered Anglo-Jewish journalism 
in the West.59 Labatt started his journalistic career as the San Fran-
cisco correspondent for The Occident, a monthly Jewish periodical 
published in Philadelphia by Isaac Leeser, the major leader of the 
traditionalist camp in American Judaism. A few years later, Labatt 
helped found The Voice of Israel, the second Jewish newspaper  
on the West Coast. Yet the story becomes more complex, as Rabbi 
Herman M. Bien also led the paper. Bien, a Reform advocate,  
had replaced Eckman, whom Labatt’s father had supported,  
at Emanu-El, and the paper competed with Eckman’s Weekly 
Gleaner. 

In 1885, the Speaker of the California State Assembly, Wil-
liam W. Stow, declared, during debate over a bill to prohibit 
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Sunday trading in two northern California counties, that he was 
unconcerned about the impact on Jewish businesses because Jews 
“only came here to make money,” and this bill would “act as a 
prohibition to their residence amongst us.” Labatt wrote a scath-
ing reply and denunciation that was published in a Los Angeles 
newspaper and in the Voice of Israel.60 

Labatt’s professional work complemented his active partici-
pation in the Jewish community. He served as secretary of  
the First Hebrew Benevolent Society; secretary of the board and 
attorney for Congregation Emanu-El, a synagogue founded by  
his father; and president of the Hebrew Young Men’s Debating 
Society.61 Henry also provided legal assistance to the local chevra 
kadisha and helped another San Francisco congregation, Chebra 
Berith Shalom, incorporate in 1860.62 Eventually, Henry and his 
family moved to Galveston, where they joined his father. Thereaf-
ter, he opened a law firm with his son, served as Galveston city 
treasurer, and was elected to the Texas House of Representatives 
for the term comprising 1881 to 1883. Prior to his death in 1900, a 
one-store community in western Wilson County, Texas, was 
named for him.63 

The African American residents of Louisiana whose legal in-
terests had been vindicated by Henry’s oldest brother, David, 
were not, however, the only minority group that had been victim-
ized by the area’s institutionalized prejudice. Article 1 of French 
Louisiana’s Black Code (Code Noir) of 1724, for example, had 
mandated the expulsion of all Jews from the colony.64 Neverthe-
less, during the post–Civil War period, the more than two 
thousand Jewish citizens of New Orleans had become a fully ac-
culturated part of the community. Indeed, Jews were more 
integrated into the New Orleans political, social, and civic scenes 
than they were in most other major American cities of the era.65 
On the political front, at the same time that Judah Benjamin repre-
sented Louisiana in the U.S. Senate, Henry Hyams served  
as Louisiana’s lieutenant governor, and Dr. Edwin Warren  
Moïse was the state’s attorney general. Another former Charlesto-
nian with ties to the Reformed Society of Israelites, Moïse later 
served as speaker of the state legislature. Social prestige in mid-
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nineteenth century New Orleans society was much more attuned 
to affluence and longevity in the community than to religion or 
ethnicity. 

The absence of hostility toward New Orleans Jews is also re-
flected in both the large number of intermarriages that occurred 
during this period—both Judah Benjamin and David Labatt mar-
ried outside of their faith—and the admission of Jewish members 
into the city’s two most prestigious social clubs. Although each of 
these organizations subsequently adopted a policy of excluding 
Jews from membership, David Labatt and Judah Benjamin count-
ed themselves among the many Jewish members of the Boston 
Club, and Armand Heine was a founder of the Pickwick Club. 
Jews also participated in the whirl of New Orleans society. In 
1877, David Labatt’s sister Caroline reigned as the Queen of Car-
nival, five years after Louis J. Salomon had served as the city’s 
first Rex, King of Carnival.66 

John Minor Wisdom 

When David Labatt married Elizabeth House, an Episcopali-
an from Philadelphia, the couple decided to expose some of their 
eight offspring to his Jewish heritage and others to her Christian 
faith.67 One of their four daughters, Adelaide, was among the 
children who accompanied their mother to church and were 
raised as Episcopalians. So when Adelaide Labatt married Morti-
mer Wisdom, none of her three sons were exposed to or 
influenced by their Jewish heritage. 

On May 17, 1905, Adelaide Labatt Wisdom gave birth to the 
couple’s second son, John Minor. John Wisdom was born into a 
family that had enjoyed financial prosperity and social position in 
the United States for more than two centuries, the product of three 
distinct branches of a deeply rooted family tree. He was a member 
of the tenth generation of a Dutch family whose patriarch, Main-
dort Doodes, had migrated to America more than a century before 
the founding of the republic and whose progeny, the Minors, had 
built a fortune cultivating their fertile Virginia lands. He also was 
part of the eighth generation of an ex-British merchant family, the 
Wisdoms, whose founding members participated in the American 
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struggle for independence from their former homeland and whose 
descendants prospered in the cotton trade. Finally, he was a sixth-
generation descendant of western European Jews, the Labatts, 
who had produced a line of successful lawyers and politicians. 
Their divergent backgrounds notwithstanding, the members of 
the Minor, Wisdom, and Labatt families shared a common bond: 
they all had achieved positions of social prominence and econom-
ic security in their respective communities. As the twentieth-
century heir to this combined legacy, John Wisdom was a member 
of their city’s socially elite, privileged class. And being a member 
of a “good” family was particularly important in a city like New 
Orleans, where social position dictated so many of life’s opportu-
nities. 

Although Mortimer and Adelaide Wisdom surely were cog-
nizant of Adelaide’s Jewish heritage, the life stories of their Jewish 
ancestors were never a part of the family lore that they transmit-
ted to their sons. So while never denying his Jewish heritage, John 
Wisdom neither gave it much, if any, thought, nor did he feel tied 
to it. There is no better evidence of this (and of his unwaveringly 
stubborn character) than his membership in the city’s most pres-
tigious—and religiously and racially exclusive—Mardi Gras 
organizations and social clubs. In his mid-twenties, Wisdom en-
thusiastically accepted an offer of membership in the city’s four 
most exclusive Mardi Gras krewes—Momus, Comus, Proteus, and 
Rex. It was (and remains) a highly unguarded secret that the 
krewes of Comus and Momus did not admit Jewish members and 
that African Americans were excluded from Momus, Proteus, and 
Comus, of which Wisdom’s eldest daughter, Kit, was anointed 
queen during one Mardi Gras season.68 He also joined the city’s 
two most elite and restrictive social clubs, the Louisiana Club and 
the Boston Club. Notwithstanding their undeniably discriminato-
ry membership policies, Wisdom never seriously considered 
resigning from any of these organizations. Even at the height of 
his public visibility, when he was writing pathbreaking opinions 
as a judge on the U.S. Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals that mandat-
ed the termination of decades of public segregation in voting, 
employment, and education, Wisdom maintained that there was a  
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John Minor Wisdom, left, with President Dwight Eisenhower  
and Louisiana governor Robert F. Kennon, October 17, 1953.  

Eisenhower was visiting New Orleans for events commemorating  
the sesquicentennial of the Louisiana Purchase. Wisdom was  

then a Republican national committee member who had helped  
Eisenhower secure the presidential nomination the previous year.  

In 1957, Eisenhower appointed Wisdom to the U.S. Court  
of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. 

(Courtesy of the Louisiana Division/City Archives,  
New Orleans Public Library.) 
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place within a pluralistic society for private pockets of exclusion. 
“There is something to be said,” he declared, “for a place where a 
group of one-legged, red-haired Scots can gather together, aside 
from the rest of the world.”69 Although his adamancy as to this 
matter surprised and disappointed some of his most ardent ad-
mirers, Wisdom never tried to hide his memberships or his 
multiple reasons for retaining them. When asked, Wisdom stead-
fastly maintained that his membership in these restrictive clubs 
never affected his judicial judgment. Yet, while the record certain-
ly supports this claim, in his later years Wisdom did acknowledge 
that the existence of these restrictive clubs had generated a nega-
tive economic impact on his city. He also recognized that the 
appearances created by membership in such organizations could 
reasonably lead someone else seeking high public office to elimi-
nate such an affiliation.70 But he never resigned in protest of these 
policies. 

So while his connection to his Jewish ancestors enters the 
realm of a historical curiosity, his contribution to the cause of civil 
rights in the United States, a cause that carried through as a mixed 
heritage of generations of his Jewish ancestors, is undeniable. Like 
them, he was a product of privilege who nevertheless harbored a 
deep sense that fair treatment was a birthright of all, regardless of 
station, race, or creed. This scion of a well-established, socially 
prominent southern family became the universally acclaimed au-
thor of tradition-shattering and precedent-making judicial 
opinions that forever reshaped the contours of civil liberties in the 
United States. 

At a time when most federal judges in the South were doing 
everything in their power to forestall, if not emasculate, the im-
plementation of the Supreme Court’s command in Brown v. Board 
of Education to desegregate public schools, Wisdom wrote nearly 
all of the opinions of the U.S. Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals re-
versing the dilatory and evasive actions of the trial judges and 
creating and monitoring public school desegregation plans that 
served as a model for courts throughout the country. He also was 
the author of the opinion that forced the University of Mississippi 
to integrate and admit James Meredith, its first African American 
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student, and held Mississippi governor Ross Barnett in contempt 
of court for his resistance to those orders. Wisdom’s rulings elimi-
nated longstanding, arbitrary, and invidious barriers to voting 
that had been erected and maintained in the southern states.  
Wisdom also authored scholarly opinions that provided the intel-
lectual and analytical foundation for the Supreme Court’s 
decisions upholding various forms of racial and sex-based affirm-
ative action.71 

Legions of stories are recounted concerning the impact of 
Jewish Americans on the legal, social, and political landscape of 
this nation, including their special place in the annals of the civil 
rights movement. This essay has attempted to trace the impact of 
one extended family—a collection of Jewish lawyers, business 
people, and politicians who trace their roots in the American soil 
to a Sephardic immigrant from Portugal. From one of the greatest 
figures in the Confederacy through a pathbreaking jurist whose 
opinions spearheaded the governmental enforcement of civil 
rights during the equal rights revolution of the 1960s, and from 
Charleston to North Carolina, New Orleans and Texas to Califor-
nia, these direct descendants and extended relations of Solomon 
de Mendes share a unique place in the history of the contribution 
of Jews to American legal and political history. Moreover, they 
were pioneers in the creation and dispersion of Reform Judaism in 
the United States and in the development of Jewish communities 
from Charleston to San Francisco. Theirs is a story of Jews and Ju-
daism in America, of the impact of the South, and of the greater 
and lesser forces of assimilation and acculturation. 
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